DISCOVERY 665
Plantronics Discovery ™ 665 Bluetooth Headset
with AudioIQ ®

The conversation piece for road warriors
everywhere.
The Plantronics Discovery™ 665 Bluetooth® headset is the optimal
road-warrior conversation piece. AudioIQ® digitally enhanced sound
technology delivers standout sound to you and the person on the
other side of a call. A unique vehicle power charger ensures that the
Discovery 665 is always charged when you need it, and a call indicator light alerts you to incoming calls. Lighter than air, the sleek sexy
style is supremely comfortable. Customize the fit for either ear with
three sizes of soft gel ear tips and an optional ear stabilizer loop.
QuickPair™ technology pairs the headset with your Bluetooth device
quickly and easily. Conduct meetings and drive business anywhere—
even going down the road.
• Now the sound of your own wheels won’t make you crazy. The Discovery
		665 incorporates AudioIQ® technology that delivers stand-out sound by
		automatically adjusting voice levels so that every word can be clearly
		heard on both sides of the call.
• Lightweight and sleek, the Discovery 665 provides stylish long-wearing
		comfort. Choose from three sizes of soft gel ear tips to comfortably secure
		that lighter-than-air feeling in either ear. For even more security, you can
		use the optional ear stabilizer.
• With long road trips and the ever-present risk of traffic jams, flexible talk
		time is a necessity. Use the unique vehicle power charger and make sure
		the Discovery 665 is always charged and ready for use.
• Easily recharge the headset from your laptop computer with the mini USB
		adapter, which is included. An LED indicator alerts you of incoming calls.
• With innovative QuickPair ™ technology, your Discovery 665 quickly and
		easily pairs with your cell phone or other Bluetooth device. If you do not
		pair it within 10 minutes, it will turn off and re-pair when turned back on.
• Keep your eyes on the road while using your phone with headset controls.
		Adjust the volume or mute calls without having to fumble for your phone.
		If your cell phone supports it, you can redial the last number called or use
		voice-activated dialing.
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DISCOVERY 665

• One-touch call

control button

• Sleek headset weighs

only 9 grams

• Soft gel ear tips in three

sizes ensure optimized
fit and comfort

• Compact vehicle

power charger

• Optional ear stabilizer

offers added security

Discovery 665 Key Features
Talk Time

Battery supports active use up to 3.5 hours

Range

Bluetooth standard 33 feet (10 meters)

Standby time

Up to 80 hours

Headset Weight

9 grams

Headset Controls

Call answer/end, volume, mute, support for last number redial, voice activated dialing, LED light show indicates incoming call

Battery Type

Lithium Ion

Wireless Compatibility

Compatible with cell phones and Bluetooth devices that support hands-free and headset profiles

Version

Bluetooth 2.0

Charging Options

Mini-USB Adapter, Vehicle Power Charger

Plantronics Technical Support
We are here to answer your questions and help you, 24 hours a day. You can find answers to frequently asked
questions, ask a question using e-mail, receive service over the Internet, or speak directly with a representative
from the Technical Assistance Center. Visit www.plantronics.com/support or call us toll-free.
Pairing Guides
We also provide an interactive guide to pairing your Plantronics headset at www.plantronics.com/easytopair.
The Guide will take you through the pairing process step by step, making it fast and easy to get started.

For more information about the Discovery 665
or other Plantronics products, please visit our
Web site at: www.plantronics.com
TEL:
		

800-544-4660 (USA AND CANADA)
831-458-7700 (OUTSIDE USA)
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Sound Innovation for missions to the moon. And for everyday life on this planet, too.
In 1969, a Plantronics headset carried the historic first words from the moon: “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Today, we’re
the headset of choice in mission-critical applications such as air traffic control and 911 dispatch. This history of proven sound innovation is the basis
for every product we build—whether it’s for work, for home or on the go.

